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“The saturation of loyalty schemes highlights that retailers
need to think outside of the box in order to attract or

maintain shoppers. Larger retailers need to focus on the
consumer rather than their competitors; targeting

products and offers on a more individualised basis,
simplifying the shopping process and acting quickly on

shopper feedback.”
– Jack Duckett, Consumer Lifestyles Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Personalisation key to supermarket loyalty scheme development
• Opportunity to further expand click-and-collect services
• Targeting men with loyalty schemes

Consumers have become increasingly hard to pin down in recent years; savvier shopping habits
developed during the recession years have made them more inclined to shop around in order to get the
best deal.

Retailers looking to earn back or retain consumer loyalty need to ensure they are providing a tailored
approach – recognising each consumer for the individual they are. Whilst the growth of digital schemes
has already facilitated this to an extent, further personalisation of offers, deals and even product
portfolio can help shoppers feel at home in the retail environment. However, retailers must be careful
to be as transparent as possible in order to maintain trust from the consumer, as well as ensure that
they are not eating into long-term margins by navigating shoppers away from specific product lines.
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Consumers seek targeted offers
Figure 41: Consumer expectations in return for loyalty, August 2014

Consumers seek to feel more involved
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Lower expectations amongst discount grocery store users
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Opportunity for DIY retailers to move onto the high street
Figure 54: Factors influencing loyalty in the DIY/homewares category, August 2014

Figure 55: Argos Digital store prototype, April 2014

Young adults seek online how-to guides

Loyalty cards encourage three in 10 to be loyal
Figure 56: Proportion of consumers influenced to shop at their preferred retailer by a good loyalty scheme/card, by retailer, August
2014
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67% save up loyalty points for big-ticket purchases
Figure 57: Attitudes towards loyalty schemes, August 2014

The drive for instant results

Nearly half of all consumers prove less loyal since the recession
Figure 58: Agreement with the statement “Since the recession I have become less loyal to retailers”, August 2014

Patriotic Brits keen to endorse Britain
Figure 59: John Lewis ‘Never Standing Still’ campaign, May 2014

Attitudes towards customer service differ by age
Figure 60: Agreement with selected statements, by age, August 2014

The Consumer – General Attitudes towards Loyalty Initiatives
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